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To the Planning Commission, I understand that you have obtained fresh advice from
 heritage experts that confirms that even with a revised layout, the proposed Bylong coal
 mine will permanently change the natural and historic cultural landscape of the Bylong
 Valley, “its agricultural uses and its significant scenic qualities and character that has been
 shaped by natural and cultural [forces] over millennia.”

I would like to say that the Bylong coal project is the wrong mine in the wrong place at the
 wrong time, and the heritage expert report advises that it “will irrecoverably alter the
 landscape’s scenic picturesque views and visual relationships”. I find these statements of
 bald facts say all we need to say about this project - this landscape is so precious to us all
 Commissioners - these hills are iconic.

We find that the Bylong valley has already been listed as a Landscape Conservation Area
 by the National Trust for its ‘significance as prime agricultural land with a rural landscape
 of exceptional scenic value’. In addition, this same landscape has recently been assessed
 as meeting criteria for listing on the State Heritage Register. Surely this recommendation
 tells you that this landscape must not be destroyed?

Tarwyn Park has been nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register. Heritage
 consultants GML have advised that “there is concurrence between professionals” that
 Tarwyn Park is eligible for listing. This is as it should be - we have an agricultural
 heritage icon at stake as well here.

Heritage consultants GML have advised the Commission that even though the proposed
 open cut pits and overburden have been moved from Tarwyn Park “there will be a
 material impact on the water and soil values of the wider landscape which underpins
 [natural sequence farming] and the property’s ability to demonstrate the technique”   

KEPCO’s mine proposal has already harmed the heritage values of the Bylong Valley and
 Tarwyn Park thanks to the company’s aggressive purchasing of properties, which has
 emptied the valley of families associated with its history and led to the loss of an active
 thoroughbred stud, the local school and the historic Mouse Races. Communities have been
 destroyed all over the Hunter, and for what in this case? A short term coal mine that will
 never reach the tonnages it espouses as pressure will be brought to bear on its foreign
 owner to divest from coal in the near term? We can’t afford to compound this harm by
 allowing the mine to proceed.

We believe that the Commission has not received further advice about the Wiradjuri



 cultural heritage of the Bylong Valley but these values will also be lost and degraded by
 the coal mine and need protection. New South Wales has plenty of coal mines, but it only
 has one Bylong Valley, which is unique and irreplaceable and must remain intact to
 flourish.

Sincerely Jan Davis

I respect and acknowledge the Traditional Owners, past, present and future of the land to which I live and work, as the
 First People and Custodians  of this country.




